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Abstract— This paper explores possible advantages of the
Information Centric Networking (ICN) paradigm in a
geostationary satellite network. We find out that, with respect to
plain HTTP services, ICN makes possible to reduce the
downstream bandwidth consumed for Internet access by better
exploiting the temporal locality of references within requested
streams of Web contents. We present an ICN satellite
architecture, describe its peculiar mechanisms and assess our
solution through simulations.

the data unit itself [26]. Traditional networks, instead, secure
the channel (connection-based security) or the application
(application-based security).
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In this paper we investigate the possible advantages of ICN
in a satellite network that provides users with Internet access
through a geostationary satellite and a terrestrial gateway
station. For instance, this is a typical scenario of a DVB-S2
system [17].

I.

INTRODUCTION

Information Centric Networking (ICN) is a new paradigm
in which the network layer provides users directly with content,
instead of providing communication channels between hosts,
and is aware of the name (or identifiers) of the contents [1][2]
[3]. ICN addresses content items by using names that do not
include reference to content location.
The data units are self-contained and content-based, i.e.
contain all the information needed to identify the requested or
carried content, at least in terms of the content name. For
instance, the ICN architectures proposed in [1][2] use Interest
messages to request chunks of a content and Data messages to
transport chunks of a content. Both messages include the name
of the referenced content and chunks.
An ICN routes-by-name [4][7][16] content requests (i.e.
Interest messages) towards the “closest” copy of the content.
This copy could be stored in the original server, in a cache
contained in a network node or even in another user’s device.
When the serving device is reached, the ICN delivers the
requested content (e.g., Data message) back to the requesting
user; intermediate, traversed, nodes may cache the content.
Reverse routing of data uses previous-hop information, which
is temporary left in the nodes traversed during the content
request forwarding process. In doing so, the network path
followed by a content request will be used in the reverse
direction to transfer the related content.
In ICN, each caching node (not only the original source)
may provide the content,; thus, the user needs to trust the
content rather than the source. For this reason, ICN adopts
secure data units, in the sense that security information
enabling the verification of the content validity are included in

ICN could be exploited in several different network
contexts such as wired [12][16][33], wireless and sensors
[8][9][10], publish-subscribe [11][13][20], open flow
infrastructures [5][14][15], opportunistic networks [15],
satellite networks [23].

We find out that the use of self-contained, content-based
data units, joined with temporal locality of references within
the streams of content request [22], can be exploited to reduce
the downstream traffic, i.e. from gateway station to terminals.
An ICN data unit describes itself in terms of “what” is
requested by or transported in, and such awareness may be
used by:
i)

a terminal, to easily overhear-and-cache data items
transmitted in the downstream path

ii)

a gateway station, to serve with a single downstream
transmission, concurrent requests of the same data item,
as it may occurs in the case of on-demand live video
streaming [8].

We observe that overhear-and-cache is difficult in case of
traditional HTTP communications. Indeed, an HTTP cache
(proxy) needs to be traversed both by upstream and
downstream TCP/IP data units and, in a geostationary satellite
scenario, overhearing upstream traffic in not practical.
Therefore, in a traditional HTTP case, a terminal could cache
its local traffic only, and this limitation reduces caching
performance.
Moreover, also in case of on-demand live streaming events,
traditional HTTP is difficult to exploit, to save downstream
bandwidth. It is not easy to serve different HTTP clients of the
same live event, by transmitting a single, shared, HTTP stream
through the downstream channel, since HTTP is connectionoriented. The two mechanisms just mentioned for exploiting
the self-contained content-based data units are not the only

possible ones. For instance, it would be possible to implement
content-based service differentiation in the gateway, to
optimize video streaming quality [18][19].
This paper is organized as follows: in section II we present
the satellite ICN architecture. In section III we describe how
the satellite ICN exploits temporal locality of content requests
to reduce downstream traffic. In section IV we present
simulation results and our conclusions.
II.

SATELLITE ICN

In this section we first recall the basic way of operation of
an ICN [1][2]. Then we discuss the transport mechanism used
to download content [6] and, finally, we present our satellite
ICN architecture.
Fig. 1 shows the data model that we consider. A content has
a unique network identifier, e.g. “cnn.com/text1”; it is
segmented in different chunks and each chunk has an identifier.
The chunk identifier includes the content name and the chunk
number, e.g. “cnn.com/text1/chunk2”. Each chunk is
transported by the network within an ICN data unit, called Data
message.

For instance, at the start of the communication, the client
has a cwnd equal to 1 and transmits Interest for chunk 1. When
chunk 1 is received, cwnd is increased by 1, as specified by the
slow-start TCP algorithm. Consequently, the client transmits
two Interest messages, for chunk 2 and 3. When these Data
messages will be received, cwnd will be increased again, next
Interest messages will be generated, and so forth.
Fig. 3 shows the satellite ICN network. We have satellite
terminals, which are the ICN client nodes that request contents.
Clients send Interest messages to the gateway station (GW).
The gateway station is an ICN node connected to a terrestrial
ICN, which contain Servers (e.g., S) and generic network
nodes (e.g., N).
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Fig. 1 – Data model

Fig. 2 depicts the exchange of messages during a content
download. A client downloads a content by retrieving each
chunk. To download a chunk, a client sends out an Interest
message that contains the chunk name. The ICN routes the
Interest message toward the server, which sends back the data
item within a Data message. To download the whole set of
chunks, the client adopts a TCP-like receiver-driven approach
[6], where TCP ACKs are replaced by Interest messages; TCP
segments are replaced by Data messages, and traffic control
operation is carried out at the receiver side, by using a TCPlike congestion window (cwnd) control, applied on the number
of in-flight Interest messages.
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Fig. 3 – Satellite ICN

To route an Interest message, a generic ICN node uses a
name-based Forwarding Information Base (FIB), whose entries
are in the form <name-prefix, next hops>. A longest matching
algorithm, based on characters, selects the best entry of the
FIB. For instance, in case of Fig. 3, when the GW node
receives from the satellite interface an Interest for
“cnn.com/text1.txt/chunk1”, then the longest match selects the
FIB entry “cnn.com”. Then the GW node forwards the Interest
message towards the next ICN interface of the path, i.e. #C.
We observe that, depending on the under-ICN technology, #C
could be a UDP/IP socket, an Ethernet address, etc.
During the forwarding of an Interest message, an ICN node
temporarily stores the couple <chunk name, receiving interface
list> in a Pending Information Table (PIT). The PIT contains
information about the set of Interest messages received by a
node and not yet served, i.e. messages for which the node has
not yet sent back the related Data message.
PIT entries are grouped by chunk name and the interface
list field contains the set of ingress interfaces that received the
related Interest messages.
If the chunk name of a received Interest is already included
in a PIT entry, then the incoming interface is added (if absent)
to the interface list of the PIT entry. Then the Interest is not
forwarded, to avoid the duplication of Interest/Data messages
in case of concurrent request of a same chunk.

When a node receives a Data message, it lookups the chunk
name in the PIT, it forwards Data message towards all the
interfaces contained in the interface list and deletes the PIT
entry.
We point out that, by using the PIT mechanism, the
gateway station serves concurrent requests of the same chunk
with a single downstream transmission of a Data message.
In the scenario reported in Fig. 3, when the gateway station
receives an Interest message for “cnn.com/text1.txt/chunk1”
from the satellite interface, the node stores the entry <
cnn.com/text1.txt/chunk1, {#SatInterface}> in the PIT. In case
a second Interest message for “cnn.com/text1.txt/chunk1”,
coming from another terminal, is concurrently received by the
gateway, the PIT entry is already set and so the second Interest
message is discarded. When the gateway station receives the
related Data message for “cnn.com/text1.txt/chunk1”, then the
gateway station lookups the entry in the PIT, forwards the
message on the #SatInterface and deletes the PIT message.
After propagation time, both terminals will receive the required
Data message.
An ICN node may cache received data items in a local
memory. In this case, when the node receives an Interest
message, first it checks the presence of the related Data
message in its cache. If a cache hit occurs, the node sends back
the cached data item. In case of cache miss, the node executes
the forwarding and PIT operations previously described.
We observe that the caching of fake contents could be very
risky as it may lead to a critical Denial of Service, by
preventing the download of an original content [24]. For this
reason, in our architecture, a node verifies the validity of the
cached data, before caching a data item, by using control
information contained in the Data message. This information
includes the public key of the principal of the resource and a
digital signature. To limit the overhead due to the transport of
security control information, we envisage the use of signature
techniques based on elliptic curves, such as ECDSA [29], or
Identity Base Signature [28][29]. As a drawback, the use of
elliptic curves increases the processing load and this issue
should be taken into account for hardware dimensioning.
Up to now we described well-know ICN operations (e.g.,
[1][2]). In what follows we introduce two specific satellite
mechanisms that improve the exploitation of temporal locality
of references within Web request traces.
Overhearing – Usually, an ICN node caches Data
messages for which the node is a next-hop or it is the client.
For satellite terminals we expanded the cacheable data set, by
enabling a Terminal node to overhear and cache any Data
message sent on the downstream path. For instance, if the
gateway
station
sends
a
Data
message
“cnn.com/text1.txt/chunk1” towards terminal T1, any other
terminal caches the data item.
Delayed operations on the gateway station – The
Terminal to Gateway path has a propagation delay of about
250ms. In case of content requests close in time between each
other, such delay could make caching operations not effective.
Fig. 4 reports an example describing this issue.
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Fig. 4 – Delayed operations

At time 0ms, terminal T1 sends an Interest message for
chunk X. The Interest message reaches the gateway station at
time 250ms. The gateway station inserts an entry in the PIT,
routes-by-name the Interest X toward the Server and, after
ε ms, receives back the related Data message. Considering that
the Data messages are relatively small (e.g. 4 kbytes) and
terrestrial network delays are relatively short, we could assume
the delay ε practically negligible with respect to 250ms. Upon
the reception of the Data message, the gateway station deletes
the PIT entry, and caches and sends the message through the
downstream channel. Data message will be received by all
Terminals (overhearing) at time 500ms + ε.
Let us assume that at a time instant comprised between ε
and 250 ms, another terminal T2 wishes to download the same
chunk X. At this time the Data message is not yet overheard by
terminal T2, hence chunk X is not present in the local cache of
T2. Consequently, T2 sends out an Interest for chunk X
(second Interest of the figure). This second Interest reaches the
gateway station, which has the message in its cache and sends
back the Data message (the second Data of the figure) through
the downstream path. Therefore, in this case we have two
downstream transmissions of the same data item, and
overhearing has been useless.
To avoid the duplication of downstream transmissions, we
must prevent the gateway station to retransmit data items that
are “in-flight”. Accordingly, we propose to delay by the
propagation period (250ms) both the deletion of a PIT entry
and the caching of a Data message. In doing so, when the
second Interest message is received, the gateway station has a
cache miss and still has the PIT entry for X. Consequently, the
Interest message is discarded and nothing is transmitted,
neither towards the server nor on the satellite downstream path.
Anyway, the terminal T2 will receive the requested Data
message X by overhearing messages previously transmitted for
terminal T1.
III.

EXPLOITING THE TEMPORAL LOCALITY

Literature studies on real HTTP traces show that references
in Web request streams present spatial and temporal locality
[22].
There are two kinds of spatial locality, which we can name
client-side and server-side. Client-side spatial locality is due to
the geographic correlations of the Web surfing behavior:
geographically close users are interested in similar contents. In
the considered ICN satellite network, we assume that the

network is managed by a service provider, which mainly serves
geographically close users, e.g. users of the same country.
Therefore, spatial locality is already partially exploited and in
this paper we do not include techniques to further exploit it.
Anyhow, we briefly observe that different approaches could be
deployed, to exploit client-side spatial locality. For instance,
the authors of [23] propose that a network operator creates
profiles of users and that terminals cache only Data messages
requested by users with a close profile.
Server-side spatial locality occurs when there is a temporal
correlation among requests of Web objects contained in the
same Server. This correlation is related to the structure of Web
pages, which are usually formed by different objects, stored in
the same server. Server-side spatial locality could be used to
pre-fetch contents on terminal caches [22]. Nevertheless, by
pre-fetching we could risk to waste satellite bandwidth that,
conversely, is what we want to save.
Temporal locality shows up when requests of the same
content are close in time. Such a temporal correlation is usually
modeled through an Least Recently Used (LRU) stack distance
model [22][25].
Our satellite ICN network exploits temporal locality as
follows. Depending on the distribution of reuse time distance,
we identify two coarse regions of temporal locality, namely
standard and strong.
In case of standard temporal locality, the reuse distance
time between two consecutive requests of the same data item
is: i) greater than the download time, and ii) shorter than the
time spent by an item in a cache. In this case, caching is
effective in reducing consumed bandwidth, since data are
likely present in the cache when next requests are issued.
Furthermore, after that terminal T1 has downloaded a data
item, the probability that a request of the item will be submitted
again by T1 is lower than the probability that the request is
submitted by any other terminal. Therefore, it is convenient to
cache the data item at any terminal by overhearing.
In presence of strong temporal locality, several users
request the same data item almost at the same time. For
instance, this may occur during live streaming transmissions
[8], with strict delay requirement. In this case, caching is not
effective since, when the same Interests are issued by different
terminals, the Data message is not yet completely transferred
on the satellite path and, therefore, not yet cached at terminal
stations. Opportunely, this “storm” of Interest messages is
blocked at the gateway station node, which stores in the PIT a
single entry for the data item and forwards towards the server
only the first received Interest message. After that, when the
Data message will come back, only one copy will be
transferred on the satellite interface.
We conclude that:
i)

in case of standard temporal locality, satellite
bandwidth is saved by overhear-and-cache;

ii)

in case of strong temporal locality, satellite bandwidth
is saved at the gateway station by the PIT mechanism.

IV.

PERFORMANCE ASSESMENT

In this section we carry out a performance evaluation aimed
at showing the effectiveness of our satellite ICN network in
saving downstream bandwidth.
We observe that, in case of traffic with strong temporal
locality, the bandwidth saving is obtained “by construction”
using PIT mechanisms [1]. Therefore, we limit our
investigation to the effectiveness of overhear-and-cache in
cases of traffic with standard temporal locality.
Our work answers to the following question: “in case of
(standard) temporal locality, is overhearing better than nooverhearing ?”
In this paper we do not evaluate “how much” is the gain
provided by overhearing, since it obviously depends on
(arguable) traffic parameters used in the simulations. As a
preliminary work, our focus here is limited to investigate
whether “there is” a gain. The availability of real traces will
allow us to evaluate the amount of gain in realistic scenarios.
This we will do in future works.
We used the ccnSim framework [31] to simulate ICN
functionalities, i.e., forwarding, caching, PIT operations, etc.
We used the tool proWGen [27] to generate a traffic trace. This
tool models temporal locality by using an LRU stack, the
content popularity by using the traditional Zipf distribution
[21], and content request inter-arrival time by using an
exponential distribution. Tab. 1 reports the main parameters of
the proWGen configuration.
Item

Value

Number of contents

116.301

Number of chunks

370.326

Avg. content size (kB)

13,34

Zipf slope

0,75

One-timers

0,7

LRU depth

100

Tab. 1 - Parameters of the trace with standard temporal locality

We also generated a trace without temporal locality, so as
to evaluate the effectiveness of overhear-and-cache both in
presence and in absence of temporal locality.
We generated the trace without temporal locality as
follows. A trace is a matrix of two columns <request_time,
content_id>. The first column is the sequence of request times,
while the second column is the identifier of the requested
contents. To generate the trace without time locality, we start
from the trace with temporal locality and randomly scramble
the elements of the second column. In doing so, we maintain
the same popularity distribution in the two traces and remove
temporal correlation.
The network simulation scenario consists of 50 terminals
and of a gateway station, directly connected to a terrestrial
server. The terminal to gateway one-way delay is 250 ms and
the shared downstream transmission bandwidth is 50 Mbit/sec.
The delay and bandwidth among gateway station and server is

zero and infinite, respectively. Content requests contained in a
trace are uniformly distributed among terminals. Chunk size is
4192 bytes. Cache replacement policy is the traditional Least
Recently Used (LRU). At the simulation start, caches are
prefilled with popular contents, so reducing the time needed to
reach steady state conditions.

have a slow verification process. In [28] the authors proposes
an IBS scheme using Schnorr signatures concatenation, instead
of pairing cryptography, making this scheme very competitive,
compared with more traditional signatures (i.e. RSA, DSA,
ECDSA, etc.).

Fig. 5 reports the ratio between the downstream traffic rate
sent in case of overhearing and the same rate in case of nooverhearing. We remind that, without overhearing, a terminal
stores in the cache only its own Data messages.
In these simulations we varied the content request
frequency and evaluated the performance obtained in presence
and in absence of temporal locality. Terminals cache size has
been fixed to 4000 chunks, i.e. about 1% of the whole set of
chunks.

Fig. 6 – Ratio of the downstream data rates versus the cache size

Such scheme provides verification delay close to traditional
signatures and low signature overhead (certificate transmission
is never needed). We compared the IBS signature scheme to a
traditional ECDSA scheme, both implemented using OpenSSL
API and using an Intel I7 processor @1.8Ghz.

Fig. 5 – Ratio of the downstream data rates versus the cumulative rate of
content request per second (λ)

Fig. 5 shows that in presence of temporal locality the ratio
is not greater than 0.54; hence, overhearing yields a reduction
of downstream traffic up to 46%. Conversely, overhearing does
not improve performance in absence of temporal locality. Such
performance is stable by varying the request frequency. This
insensitiveness is due to the “delayed operation” at the gateway
station described in Section II. Indeed, without this mechanism,
preliminary simulation results showed a valuable performance
decrease at the increase of content request frequency, because
of the increasing occurrence of the event described in Fig. 4.
Fig. 6 shows the same ratio of Fig. 5 but this time vs. the
cache size. Here we used a content request frequency of 50Hz.
Also in this case we observe a stable performance. Anyhow,
albeit not reported, in the extreme cases of absence of cache
and of a cache with a size equal to the overall number of
chunks, the data rate ratio obviously tends to 1.
A. Feasibility of the validity check
As discussed in section II, a terminal has to verify the
integrity and authenticity of Data message, before caching it.
To verify the feasibility of this operation we measured the time
needed to verify Identity Based Signatures (IBS) [29] and
ECDSA signatures [30].
Well-known IBS schemes are based on pairing
cryptography and provide low overhead for the signature, but

Tab. 2 reports the time required to sign and verify a chunk
of 4kB by using 160-bit elliptic curves. These values enable a
verification rate of about 120Mbps using ECDSA
(4kB/0.28ms), and about 90Mbps using IBS scheme. Such
bitrates are close (or even greater than) to the rate supported by
current satellite transponders, e.g. based on DVB-S2
technology. Therefore, overhear-and-cache seems practical.
Scheme

Verification (ms)

Rate (Mpbs)

ECDSA

0.28

120

IBS [28]

0.36

91

Tab. 2 – Signature verification time of the ECDSA and IBS schemes.

V.

CONCLUSIONS

Applying Information Centric Networking paradigm to a
geostationary satellite network can lead to bandwidth savings,
greater than those obtained with traditional HTTP means. ICN
content-based data-units enable the implementation of
techniques such as overhear-and-cache and Pending
Information Table. These techniques save bandwidth by
exploiting the temporal locality of references within request
streams of Web objects, and are deemed to be effective also in
case of live streaming events. The implementation of such
functionalities seems to be more difficult by using traditional
HTTP, due to its connection-oriented nature.
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